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Summary

Workload Induced Spatio-Temporal Distortions and Safety of Flight: An
Investigation of Cognitive Intrusions in Perceptual Processes

Christopher L. Barrett Scott A. Weisgerber
Los Alamos National Laboratory Naval Weapons Center

A theoretical analysis of the relationship between cognitive
complexity and the perception of time and distance is p~esented and
experimentally verified. Complex tasks produce high rates of ❑ental
representation which affect the subjective sense of duration and, through
the subjective time scale, the percept of distance derived from dynamic
visual cues (i.e., visual cues requiring rate integration). The analysis
of the interrelationship of subjective time and subjective distance yields
the prediction that, as a function of cognitive complexity, distance
estimates derived from dynsmic visual cues will be longer than the actual
distance whereas estimates based on perceived temporal duration will be
shorter than the actual distance.

This prediction was confirmed in an experiment in which subjects
(both pilots and non-pilots) estimated distances using either temporal cues
or dynamic visual cues, The distance ●stimation task was also combined
with secondary loading tas~s in order to vary the overall task complexity.
The results indicated that distance estimates based on temporal cues were
underestimated while estimates based on visual cues were overestimated.
This spatio-temporal,distortion effect increased with increases in overall
task complexity,

This finding has important implications for the aviation community.
In high speed, low level flight the aviator’s situational awareness is
dependent upon veridical spatial and temporal perception, If the
complexity associated with flylng high performance aircraft can induce
spatio-temporal perceptual distortions, then safety of flight could be
severely compromised, These perceptual dietort~ons could lead to a
situation where an aircraft approached closer than intended to a target
because the Ferceived visual diatanca waa greater than the actual distance,
In the extreme, this could lead to “pilot fascination” incident where an
alert pilot flies an airworthy aircraft into the target. In addition,
responses based on temporal cues (e.g., weapons release) could occur sooner
than intended which would also compromise ❑ission safety and effectiveness,
This finding suggests that factors which reduce the cognitive load on the
pilot (e.g., che Incorporrcion of decision support systems in the cockpit),
should lead to ❑ore accurate spatio-temporal perception which would also
enhance the pilot’s overall situational awnreness.



Workload Induced Spatio-Temporal Distortions and Safety of Flight: An
Investigation of Cognitive Intrusions in Perceptual Processes

1.0 Introduction

High speed low level flight is rapidly becoming a tactical necessity for
many aircraft types. In these flight regimes fractions of a second ❑ean the
difference between an on target weapon and ground impact. It has long been
understood that motor and cognition related delays in reaction time can play an
adver~e role in aircraft manual control and it haa ❑ore recently been widely
argued that increasing aircrew workload and task complexity can cause a loss of
situational awareness (LuSA) which, in turn, leads to poor aircraft control
decisions, It is, however, the case that only a limited understanding of
underlying cognitive processes exists to describe, explain and predict
cognitive influences on perceptual and motor functioning relevant to aviation.
Perceptual influences on cognition, such as the illusions attributed to
abnormal stimulation of the vestibular system, are rather better documented.
Nevertheless, these observations underscore the importance of properties of
human cognitive functioning in issues of engineering importance to aviation.

In this pa$er a new perceptual-cognitive effect related to a pilots
spatial orientation capabilities is theoretically predicted from first
principles and experimentally verified High rates of ❑ental representation
associated with task complexity are predicted to affect the subjective sense of
duration and, through the subjective time scale, affect the percept of a
constant distance derived from dynamic cues. As a function of cognitive
complexity, che perceived visual distance is predicted to be greater than the
actual distance, leading to the posslbilicy that the aircraft will approach
much closer to a refere~ce point than the intended separation distance, Under
the same cognitive task demands another prediction derives that is, at first
consideration, paradoxical. The prediction states that perceived time
i:ltervalswill be longer than objeccive time intervels. Therefore, based on
duration estimates, one would tend to act too soon rathar than too late (as a
function of cognitive complexity) as is the case with visual estimates. Both
of these theoretical results are found to hold in the experiment,

T% distance jud~ment distortion effecc corresponds in form to the “pilot
fascination” phenomenon that has long been a part of high performance aircraft
operations . In a pilot fascination incident an alert pilot ilieg an airworthy
aircraft into the target, The time interval judgment distortion effect has
also been widely reported in the aviation licoracure and folklore in a #ariety
of circumscancos that correspo~d to situations and conditions tnat would be
associated with high rental representation rates such ua ejection and air to
air weapons release (Carson, 1982, 1983) .

Pilot fascination ur,ddiscorcions in temporal perception are often
attributed to a generalized LOSA on the part of the aviator. The present study
focuses on perceptual dlseortions induced by cognitive processing load which
affact a pilots sense spatial orientation. Although spatial disorientation
(SD) is often attributable to dysfunctions in the vestibular systvm (e-g.,
Clark & Craybiel, 1956; Glllingham & Kurtz, 197L) or to degraded visual input
(e,g,, Bensen, 19”/8;Kirkharrret al,, 1978; Tredici, 1980) there nre mn[lycases
in wlIichth~ vcs~ibular and visuul inputs are normal nlldtllc“pilot simply
flies the plane into the ground” (McNaughton, 1981; also sce }Inher,1987; ‘lylvr
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& Furr, 1971). The fact that a large percentage of SD incidents can not be
accounted for in terms of degraded perceptual input leaves open the possibility
that ocher cognitive factors may be involved.

One factor that ❑ight influence a pilots spatial and temporal perception
is the cognitive processing demands associated with flying high performance
aircraft, There is a large body of evidence indicating that the perception of
temporal durations is influenced by cognitive factors (e.g., Fraissee, 1963;
1983; Michon, 1965; 1966; Ornstein, 1969). In general, estimates of the
temporal duration of an internal increase concomitantly with the complexity of
tl?estimuli that were processed during the Lntemal. This finding Is in
agreement with the position that the percept of duration is based on the
succession of mental events or representations. That is, the experience of
time appears to be functionally related to the number and complexity of the
representations that are generated to encode experiential events (cf. ,
Barrett, ;.985;Block & Reed, 1978; Fraissee, 1963; 1983; Ornstein, 1969).
There is also evidence indicating that the perception of temporal durations
influences judgments of apparent distance (Abe, 1935; Cohen, Hansel &
Sylvester, 1953; Haung & Jones, 1982; Helson, 1930; Helson & King, 1931;
Masshour, 1364), Although it is clear that cognition influences the percept of
both space and time the exact nature of this relationship is unclear (cf.,
Jones & Haunlq,1982; Masshour, 1964; One, 1976).

2,0 Formalizing the Subjective Time Scale

In this section the idea of cognition as a representing process and Its
relationship to perceived duration are described. The process of representing
is takel~zo be one of creating structures of conceptual atoms and relations
among the atoms such that the expectation of behavior encalled by tho structure
corresponds in some sense to ~bsenation. Th~,samounts co a theory
(trans)formatl.onand confirmation process and is related CO the problem of
ncndem>nstrative inference (Carnap & Jeffery, 1971; Holland, et al., 1987:
Kuhn, 1962; Randall, 1970). When cognition Is approached in this fashion, a
rough statement of what is done by a cognitive system is that it praduces
sequences of represencacion states. A sequence of representation states can be
thought of as a code for a hypothetical world state, including actions of self
and others, The complexity of a code is a function of its length, Energy is
required in order for a system to enter into a representation sc+~ceand is the
measure of work performed by the representing system. A representational event
is the occurrence of a representational state at a clocktime coordinate. The
rate at which events are produced constitutes a power requirement on the
system. A power requirement is the workload experienced by the systelo. Thus ,
under the confitrnation-related time constraints imposed by the world event
under obstirvztion,a more comp!.exrepresentation can be expected to impose a
higher work load by requi:ing a higher representational event rate.

The follow~ng list c~fdefinitions serve as the premise for the subjective
time scaling func“ion that is dcscriboclbelow, These dafinitlons can be
formalized, but for tl]epllrposesof tho following dovclopmcn~, thi~ is entirely
adcquntea

A “code elemrl!t” is ~ symbol required for cacllrclntlorlexplicitly
preserved by a c.~dc.



A “code” is an arrangement of code elements, together with the rules of
arrangement and interpretation.

A “descriptive structure” 19 any relation presening form,

The “complexity” of a descriptive structure is a function of the number of
relations that it explicitly presewes. Notice that ❑any relations may be
implicitly presened.

To “represent” is to encode in a descriptive structure.

A “representational event” is defined as a code element occurrence at a
clock-time coordinate.

A self-clocked event driven, representational system is one that has
internal access to escimntes of extension in time only as sequences of
representational ev-nts. That i., such a system has no homunculus with access
to an objective clock. An event occurrence is the subjective temporal unit.
One can imagine such a system giving estimates of objective time intervals that
vary as the complexity of the descriptive structuze which exists during the
time interval being estimated varied. This would be the case because the
number of representational events, (i.e., the subjective duration) entered into
during the time interval would vary with the complexity.

To formally characterize the subjective time scale, the cumulative event
function Is introduced, (see figure 1; Barrett, 1985). The function is
Fortrayed as continuous because there can be no subjective awareness of the
absence of representation and no associated experience of duration. It iS
portrayed as non-decreasing because an event occurrence cannot unoccur. In the
figure, it can be seen that the time intenal (a,b] is not subjectively equal
to the corresponding equal time intenal (b,c] because the number of events in
the time incenals are not the same.

n(t)

a b c

Flaure 1, The curnmulaflvo event fticI)!loII, n\t)



Formally, Lhe

m(t) = & +gj-

cumulative event function is given by,

A(a) is a time scaling function with units, unit-time
.,. event. Notice that the instantaneous event rate, which is...
““Iworkload on the system, is the time deri~”ati-~eof ~(t).

,.

:(H (t):= &

eq1

per representation
proportional to the

eq2

,,

A(t) is just the time scaling function that gives ~ Unit slOPO, as in.,
Figure 2. ~us, ~(t) is the s~jective time scaling function for the event

,driven system.
..—.-— --- - .

I

X(A)

a(l)

Figure 2. The time-scaled cummulallve event function

The prediction concerning time intervals of equal subjective duration is
written. .

II (a,bill = II (b,clll bc
iff m =lrm

a b

That is, the percepts of the intervals (a,b]
r,easuresof the number of representational events
equal.

Theretore, when A-l is large, (that is, when
load on the system is large), time intervals will

eqJ

and (b,c] are equal when the
occuring in intervals are

the representational work-
seem Lonqer than when tne

event rate is small. So in high tempo and/or high complexity situations,
objective time intervals will be overestimated and a“’iorls sequenced in the
subjective time scale will occur objectively sooner L.Ianin a low repre9@nta-
tional event rate situation.



Y.O A Prediction Concerning the Percept of Distance From Dynamic Cues

3
This section will develop some simple consequi?ncss of extending the

elementary relationship relating rate, time and distance to the case of sub-

jective distance derived from the rate of chlnge in the subjective semi-static
position in the subjective! time scale, that is,

D =r
s ‘“

eq4
s

—.- — .— —— . ...
. . “The situation to be referenced is depicted in Figure 3. The two trajec-

tories.have time location rmrks indicated in order to show their relative
\“;;’positions and separation distances at those marks. The actual reparation

distance is denoted Da and the closure rate as ra.

.-
; ,:,,..
;:. ,,....1

? .. . . . . . . .
..

.,-.

.-.,

1 I I I I I I I 1 I 1 I I I 1
own

Figure 3. Trajeclorles and clcsure dlslances

. .

In Figure 4, Da is plotted aqainst time in the situation functlon~ G-
“.me time deravativs of this function is the actual closure ratea

..
Da

//

1

Figure 4. The sltuallon ?unclion S
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A thought experiment is proposed where a “snapshot” is taken at each time..
mark and a “semi-static” distance estimte is made. These estimates are
called semi-static because we acknowledge that there are dynamic cues avail-
able in the snapshot views. Some of these cues are explicitly available
(e.g., blur). Others are characterized by changes that exist from view to
viw, such as changes in xelative size, appearance of visual details, etc.
Since such a list seems endless and because the restriction to a no-memory
case from view to view seems too restrictive, we allow all such aspects of the
decision estimate t~ be made from the stroboscopic views. All of Lhis in-
formation is imgined to be carried in the function S. ~ch of the semi-
static distance estimates is plotted in Figure 5, forming the semi-static
psychophysical function of the actual situation, F(S).

‘a

Figure 5. The semi-static psychophyskal fuficllon, F

From the figures, the following relations and definitions are of inter-
est.

~ is the normed serni-sttiticpsychophysica~ error,
C = (F-s)/s.

6 is the distortio~ of F taking S as a paramtert

6+ (c) s; (:)

Y is the comp:i~nce of F taking S as a parameter,

,1,
y= -& (F)

=s6.+ (6+1)

eq5

cq6

l?q7

eaEl



Substituting eq8 into eq4 and rearranging obtains the expression of the

‘relationship of the s~jective distance estimate derived from dynamic informa-
tion.

‘s % = Y ra dt eq9

In the situation where one is concerned with the actual distance asso-
ciated with a subjectively constant distance, integration of both sides and
manipulation yields,

.. D
A(t)-’ 1-y

= ‘o ‘1 exp (-Y ;)
s

From this expression, it is apparent that as
big, D~ gets larger than D=. It is this distance

eq10

the representation rate gets
percept distortion predic-

tion and the distortion of-the percept of duration- from-eq3 that are tested in
:the experiment described in the next section.
—. — ———

4.0 Experiment

4.1 Introduction

An experimental paradigm was developed to test the theoretical
predictions derived above. In this paradigm subjects were required to estimate
distances under conditions where the available cues were either primarily
visual or temporal in nature. The distance estimation task required subjects
to judge when a pip moving down a CRT screen reached a predetermined
destination point. In the visual cue condition, the pip appeared partway
through its flight path down the screen and then remained visible until it went
off the bottom of the screen. In the tempozal cue condition, the pip started
at the top of the screen which allowed subject to estimate the pip’s velocity
but then disappeared partway to the destination. Therefore, in the visual cue
condition, distance estiuates could be based on visual information because the
pip was visible during the period when the response had to be made (i.e., as
the pip approached and passed the destination point). On the other hand, in
the temporal cue condition, there was no visual information proso[icduring this
responsg period whfch insured that the judgment would be based on timing cues.
The distance estimation task (in both the visual and temporal cue c~nditions)
was performed under four different degress of task loading in order to create
varying degrees of overall task complexity. This resulted in the following
four conditions: (1) distalce e~timation only (baseline), (2) Jistance
estimation and a cognitive chrear.assessment task (cognitive), (3) distaice
estimation and a pursuit tracking task (tracking), and (L) distance estimatiorl
combined with both the cognitive and trackinG tasks (overall), Thus, the
paradigm allnwed i~,r the assessment of the accuracy of spatio-temporal
perception while the cognitive and/or motor complexity of the tasks varied.

Based on ::hepreceding theoretical development, it was predicted tl]ac
distance estimates in the temporal cue condition would be shorter than the
actual distance whereas estimates in the visual cue condition would be longer
than the acc(~aldistance. Furthermore, this spatio-temporal distortion effect
should increase concomitantly with increases in overall task complexity, The



experiment evaluated both pilot and non-pilot populations. It is possible that
pilots, who have a tremendous degree of experience with tasks in which the
estimation of time and distance is critical, would be ❑ore accurate in their
perception of time and distance under conditions of high cognitive loading.

4.2 Method

4,2.1 Subiects. Two groups of eight subjects each were used In this
experiment, The first group consisted cf eight naval pilots currently
stationed at the Naval Air Development Center (NADC). All oi the pilots were
currently qualified, although on different platforms (i.e., P-3, helicoptr: or
jet), The s?cond group consisted of eight, non-pilot, male employee~ at NADC,
All subjects participated individually in a single experimental session lasting
approximately one hour.

4.2.2 4DParatus and Stimuli. The prese: ation of stimuli, control of
timing Intervals and recording of data were all carried out on an AMIGA 2000
microccaputer with a Coaunodore1084 color monitor.

4,2.3 Procedure. All of the tasks -werepresented within a whole-screen
window on the color monitor. The window was black with white borders and
measured 26 cm wide by 17.5 cm high.

Each cask was first practiced in isolation. During the practice
session subjects received 5 m~nutes of practice with the tracking task, 20
trials on the cognicive threat assessment task and 30 trials on the distance
estimation task (15 visual cue and 15 temporal cue). There were a total of 180
experimental trials. These consisted of 30 baseline trials (15 in each cue
condition) and 50 trials (25 in each cue condition) in each of the three
loading cond~.tions(cognitive, tracking and overall), Each of the three tasks
will now be explained in ❑ore detail.

4.2,4,1 pistance Estimation Task. The distance estimation task required
~ubjects to estimate when a pip (a white circle measuring 0.5 cm in diall,rter)
moving down the center of the window reached a destination point that was
located 14 cm from the top of the window (approximately three-fourths of the
way down the screen), A line representing the destination point and the
locr,tionof the pip when it was stopped were shown to subjects after each
response during the practice session to facilitate learning the appropriate
distance. During the test session only the location at which the pip was
stopped was indicated, Both the velocity of the pip and the point at which it
appeared (in the visual cue condition) or disappeared (in the temporal cue
condition) were varied randomly vhlch insured chat the distanca estimates could
not be based on a strategy such as counting, In the temporal cue condition the
total flight time of the pip (i.e., the time the pip required to trav~l from
the top of the window co the destination point) ranged between 4 and 10
seconds. This flight time was broken into two sections dependent upon whe .~er
the p:p was in a blanked (invisible) or unblanked (visible) state, The pip
starred out at the top of the screen in a vlslble state and trnvelled clowtward
for between 2 and 5 seconds. At a rarkornlydetermined point Located in the
center one-third of the window the pip was blankrd and then contil.ueclto move
down the screen for snot.l~er2 to 5 second period before reaching the
destination point. If the pip wus not stopped by a respollsoit continued
downward for L2 cm beyond t’nede~tlnution po~nt (well bcyoIIc!tilebottom of the



sc~een). The visual cue condition was similar except that the pip started in a
visible state at a randomly determined point in the center third of the screen
(corresponding to the point where the pip was blanked in the temporal cua
condition) and then contin~ed to travel downward for between 2 and 5 seconds
before r~aching the destination point. Again, the pip would continue for an
additional 12 cm, or until stopped by a response. The velocity of the pip was
varied randomly between trials (subject to the above timing constraints) in
both the visual and temporal cue conditions.

4.2.4.2 XrackinrzTask. The tracking task was a one-dimensional pursuit
tracking task in which subjects attempted to keep a line cursor wizhin a
rectangular box that seined as the target.

4.2,4.3 ~omiri ve Threat Assessment Task. This task required subjects
to decide whether an array of between four and eight symbols represented a
threat or non-threat situaclon. The symbol set was comprised of four unique
characters (Q, &, +, “). Two of the symbols were designated as friendly (+, ‘)
and two were designated as hostile (@, &). One of the symbols in each se. was
assigned a value of 1 and the other symbol was assigned a value of 2. If the
SUM of the hostiie symbols in the array was greater than tha sum of the
friendly symbols then the array represented a threat otherwise it was a non-
threat. The amount of time thdt the array was visible was controlled so that in
both the vi~ual and temporal cue conditions the threat array was presented
during the final 2 to 5 seconds of the pip’s flight. No feedback was presented
for correct responses, but incorrect responses were followed by a short
auditory tone indicating an error,

4.3 ~esultS The data in both the temporal and visual distacce
estimation conditions were assessed in terms of difference scores that were
computed for each response by subtracting the pip flight time (i.e., the amount
of time from the start of the pips flight until the subject’s response) from
the time the pip actually required to reach the destination. This procedure
yielded a time score (in seconds) where a perfect estimats of tile distance
received Q score of 0, underestimates resulted in a negative score and
overestimates resulted in a positive score

An initial four-factor analysis of variance (Order X Cue Type X Task
Condition X Subject Type) was conducted to insure that presentation order did
not influence the data. This analysis indicated that the order effect was
nonsignificant, E < 1, and order did not interact significantly with the other
variables (all Is < 1,7 Es > ,1). This allowed us to collrrpaencroas order
for all further aaalyses, The means of subject’s mean difference scores are
presentcciillTable 1 as a function of cue type, condition and sl~bJecttype.
The effect of subject type was also nonsignificant 1(1,14) < 1, nld subject
type did not interact with the other Variables, (all “:%< l,L, E > ,29) which
indicated that pilots and non-pilots did not differ in their estimates of
distance in elt.herthe visual or temporal cue conditions.

The effect of cue type was highly significant E(l,lb) - 32,8, R < ,0001.
This reflects the fact that distance estimates in the tcmporul cue condition
were always shorter than :ho actual distance whercns estlmntes irlthe vi~ual
cue condition wera always Longer than ~ctual dis~nnce (see Flgurc G). Tllare
was also a signlfic.nntcua typo by task typo lntcractlon, E(l,l($)- 6,7, p c
01. An analysis of the effect of cue !.ypaWIKIILNeach level of cask loadlng



indicated chat cue type was highly significant in each of the four loading

conditions (all 1s(1,15) > 24.0, Q ~ .001). However, the main effect of task

load was only significant in the case of temporal CUCS, 1(1,15) - 4.7, Q < .05.
---,-,,-- ---- --,,
.,. Table 1

“,, ,.
;.. Mean Difference Scores (seconds) as a Function of,.
,. Subject ~P e, Cue VP e, and Condition
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Temporal vL9ual
Condition Subjecc VP e Cue Cue

.— ——

Baseline Pilot -.055 .157
tion-Pilot -.055 .178

Cognitive Pilot -.078 .246
Non-Pilot -.174 .171

Trackinq Pilot -.073 .194
Non-Pilot -.244 .229

Overall Pilot -.312 .302
Non-Pilot -.314 .219

i

.—-. .- - .

Flgure6, ~andlfferonca ~resaqafumllon of
Condillon (collapsed acrosawbjecttypa).



In order to assess the effect of task loading the baseline condition was
compared to each of the other task loading conditions for both temporal and
visual judgments. In the case of temporally based judgments, the baseline
condition did not differ significantly from either the cognitive condition,
E(1,15) - 1.4, R> .25, or che tracking condition, E(1,15) - 2.7, R> ,1,
Judgment times in the baseline were significantly shorter than those in the
overall condition, 1(1,15) - 15.4, ~ < .01. The same pattern was present for
visual cue judgments in that the baseline did not differ significantly from
either the cognitive condicion, F(I,15) - 2.4, g > .1, or the tracking
condition, 1(1,15) < 1. However the judgment times in tbe overall condition
were significantly longer the those in the baselino condition, 1(1,15) - 8.3, g
< ,05.

Analyses were also conducced on performance in the loading tasks. In the
tracking task the dependent ❑easure was the average absolute error (in pixels)
betwe~n the cursor and the cente= of the target box. The effect of subject
type was nonsignificant E(1,14) C 1, and subject type did not interact
significantly with the other variables, all Es < 1.5 Q > .2, indicating that
pilots and non-pilots did not differ. There was a highly significant effect of
task load, E(1,14) - 38.7, R c .Oot)l,indicating ttat tracking performance was
worse in the overall condition (mean error - 132,7) than in the trackin[
condition (mean error - 80.9).

Pert”ormanceon the co~nitive task was assessed in terms of the percent
correct, Once again, the effect of subject type was ]Ionsignificant,E(1,14) -
1.9, Q > .1 and subject type did not interact with other variables, all Es <
1. The only significant effect was that of task load, E(1,]4) - 5,6, Q < .05,
reflecting the fact that performance was worsa in the overall condition than in
the cognitive condition (80 and 82 percent correct respectively),

4.4 pi::c~. The present experiment evaluated wlgther cognitlv~
processes influenced the perception of time and distance. Specifically, the
study assessed whether perceived distances based on dynnmic visual cues (those
requiring race integration) differed from percepts based on temporal cues and
if so whether this difference lncceased with tncreuses in tilecognitive
complexity of the task. The results indicated that dynamically based visual
cues and temporally based cues produced opposite effect on percaivmd distance,
That is, estimates based on dynamic visual cues were alwnys longer than the
actual distance whereas estimates based on temporal cues were always shorter
than the actual distance. This finding provided strong support for the
prediction that subjects would respond too soon when their ast.lmaceswore basad
on timing cues and too late when their estimates were Lasod o[idyl~amlcvisual
cues. The spatio-temporal distortion effect (i,e,, the dlffetence between
visually based and temporally based distance estlm~:tes)was significant in each
of the task loading condlcions, including t:~ebasollnq collditiu[~,Cofi[lltive
processing load was also shown to have an effect in that tl~ospntlo.temporal
distortion wag larger ~i~ the overall condition ~ha[~lr}tl~ebnscllnc conditiol~,
however, the fnct thnt a substantial spn,lo-temporol distortion olfoct was
pL_tISOt)t in the bagolina Condition resulted iIl Lllc bnsr!lillo collditiofl not

l’lfferingfrom either the cognltivo or ~he tracklrlgcondltlotl,



reduce the overall complexity of the task and thereby attenuate the spatio-
temporal distortion effect. However, the nature of the spatial and temporal

judgments in the present experimental setting differs greatly from those
normally experienced by pilots. For examp).e,distance judgments are generally
made in a three dimensional environme~~t(i.e, judgin~ the r~lative distance
fLom a given object) rather than the two dimensional setting used in the
present experiment. It seems likely that if the distance judgmeiltswere ❑ade
in a more realistic environment (e.g., a flight simulator) that a d~fference
between the two populations would emerge. Such a study would also allow for a
better assessment of the relationship between the spatio-temporal distortion
effect and LOSA.

5,0 Conclusion

From first principles it is possible to theoretically predict the ●ffect
of complexity of representation on the percept of time intervals and distance
internals derived from subjective rate integration, The present study has
demonstrated that cognitive processes impact che perception of both time and
distam:a and these effects should also influence an aviator’s smnse of
situational awareness. For example, a typical ground attack profile requires
that a series of precise ❑otor sequences be executed as the pilot approaches
the target while using out-of-the-cockpit visual cues. As the cognitive
workload increases on target a~: ?ach, two effects would be expected. First,
motor responses based on timing cues should be executed too soon (e.g., a
prematuro weapon release) as the aviator will subjectively feel that more time
Iias elapsed than is actually the case. Second, the distortion in perceived
distance will lead the aviator to approach closer to the target than intended

which jeopardizes ❑ission safety and in the extreme could result in a ground
impact. Furthermore, it is unlikely that the aviator would be aware that his
percept was inaccurate (i.e., a Type I LOSA; Bensen, 1978) and therefore it iS
unlikely that the effects could be compensated fox.

The face that spatio-temporal perceptllaldistortions are induced by the
complexity associated with piloting ❑odern, high-performance aircraft suggests
Lhac factors which reduce cognitive processing demands shoulcl also lead to a
more veridical perception (Barrett, 1988). This provides a ~eyeral rationale
for the incorporation of dynamic decision support systems (D S ) in advanced
cockpits, Tho reduct!.onin the cognitive load on the pilot engendered by such
systams would be expected to enhance the aircrew’s situational awareness and
concomitantly increase both mission effectiveness and aircrew safety.
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